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Quartet (Left to Right): Noah Sagawinit, Anita Richards, 
Gabi Hough, and Chivan Lim

Men’s group (Left to Right): (Top) Benjamin Watson, 
Richard Nava, Logan Anderton, Issac Arneson. (Bottom)  
Noah Sagawinit, Carter Smith, and Eli Guzman.

Singing Their Way To State
By Saysha Marie Belton 
and Alex Sempek

       American artist Andy Warhol may have 
died back in 1987, but to this day, he is 
regarded as the father of modern pop art.  A 
believer in “15 minutes of fame,” he began 
drawing little things such as shoes for adver-
tisements.  Then his art led to commercial 
advertising, which spread up to the billboards 
on the New York skyline.  And he just may 
have been the inventor of the selfie.  That’s 
right: this man was taking selfies as early as 
the 1970s. 
       A showcase of a new exhibit attributed 
to him in the Dali Museum in St. Petersburg, 
Florida, shows him taking pictures with the 
Instagram of the 70s, better known as the 
Polaroid camera.  He has some interesting 
pictures including one with a skull in view 
(Selfie Olympic Worthy?) and a few celebrity 
selfies with John Lennon and Yoko Ono.  The 
exhibit of more than 100 pictures and some 
films opens to the public Saturday and runs 
through April 27.   The works are on loan 

from the Warhol Museum in Pittsburgh, 
where Warhol was born and raised before 
moving to New York City 
       To produce his silkscreens, Warhol made 
photographs or had them made by his friends 
and assistants.   These pictures were mostly 
taken with a specific model of Polaroid cam-
era that Polaroid kept in production especial-
ly for Warhol.  This photographic approach 
to painting and his snapshot method of taking 
pictures has had a great effect on artistic 
photography.  Warhol was an accomplished 
photographer, and took an enormous amount 
of photographs of friends to fulfill his need 
for individuality.  The museum has a replica 
of his screen test set where visitors can sit in 
front of a camera and then send their “tests” 
to Twitter and Facebook — allowing every-
one to have their “15 minutes of fame” on 
social media.  Warhol would have approved.

 

Join NTHS Choirs as they compete in the State 
Solo and Ensemble Competition in the Vocal 
Category! It will be Friday April 25th, 2014 all 
day in Ellensburg, Washington. The students are 
very excited about the progress all the choirs 
have made and are thrilled to share their music 
with each other and the community. Please 
come support!

But First, Let Me Take A Selfie by Saysha Marie Belton 

       Even though super heroes aren’t real, we can still use our creativity and express our 
inner hero within us. These students have shared what they want their super power / ability 
to be and why.

UP       UP     AND                        AWAY!

       Mitchell Scott, junior, “to 
walk through walls so I could 
go to secret places like the cen-
ter of the earth or a Kangaroo 
pouch. And also to be resistant 
to fire.” 

       Lamar Brawley, 
junior, “I would 
have X- ray vision 
so I could always 
see Channing 
Tatum’s abs with a 
shirt on.”

       Olivia Farchild, freshman,” the power 
to go into any fantasy land for say books, 
movies, shows, comic books, etc. and so I 
can travel the universe with a doctor” 

       Stephanie Hetzler, 
sophomore, “I would want 
to fly because then there is 
no need for a car and I could 
help others get things from 
high places.” 

Gabi Hough junior, “If I 
could have any super power, 
I would want the ability to 
shape shift so I could turn 
into a Popsicle. Then, when 
I start to melt, I would turn 
into a frozen turkey or some-
thing.” 

       Dodge Collins, junior, “I would want to have invis-
ibilities because then I would know all of the world 
secrets.”

       Paige Rhiannon T., sophomore, “to teleport, so that 
I could go anywhere in the world whenever for free.” 

By Breanna Ellis

        Students of North Thurston is a new photo blog that spotlights students around the school and lets them say a little random quote about them-
selves or their lives.  Inspired by the Humans of New York photo site, Students of North Thurston is to help make students aware of their colleagues 
and to show who they really are. 
       The site is run fully by Mikayla Bell. Along with the photos and interviews she gets everyday she says how she hopes to help bring the school 
closer through her photos and help students see what others feel or are going through. 
       

Alex Sempek following Warhol’s footsteps by taking a selfie.

A Blog For The Best  By Tasneem Osman

You can find Students of North Thurston online at http://studentsofnorththurston.blogspot.com, or on the North Thurston High School webpage. 



      William stood before an armor stand, whose 
charge shined against the rough dark stone of the walls. 
He watched the firelight of the torches reflected in the 
buffed steel plates. He reached out gingerly to caress the 
mirror-like metal. Feeling it’s cool riposte to his touch, 
he drew back his hand. And by uncovering the reflective 
surface he had briefly obscured he realized a figure stood 
behind him. With a gasp of surprise he wheeled to face 
the unknown person. 
       “Please, child, be not alarmed.” Her voice was 
almost too quiet to hear, so gentle it was. She was hidden 
within enveloping hooded white robes, as if she were an 
acolyte, but the robe was devoid of markings. The voice 
was so familiar to William that tears welled up in his eyes 
the moment he heard her speak. He stepped back, jarring 
the stand and causing the armor to rustle noisily. He tried 

to ask how this was possible but all he could manage 
was a confused whimper. 
       “If you don’t stop them... no one will.” She shook 
her head as she spoke, the hood of her robes swaying. 
She glided nearer to William, and standing next to the 
shining armor she laid a loving hand on the winged 
helm. William reached up with a limp hand to brush 
the tear streaks from his cheeks.  
       “Mother...” His voice echoed hollowly off the 

walls of the dark corridor. Speaking brought more tears 
and he blinked them away, unable to continue. He turned 
to face the specter, but found himself alone in the corridor 
once more. He turned slowly, in a daze, to look down the 
hall in either direction, seeing nothing but the torchlight 
fading into shadow along the stonework. It was then that 
he noticed the armor missing. 
       He reached out as if to test whether the armor were 
truly gone, and noticed his gauntleted hand shimmer-
ing with the warm glow of the torches. He stopped to 
inspect, turning his arm over. He then looked up again 
to see the armor stand vanished and replaced by a mirror 
nearly as tall as the wall it was mounted on and framed 
by gold spears. In the mirror stood the grandest paladin 
William ever imagined from the greatest tales. From the 
sharply angled wings of his helm to the gracefully curved 
steel tops of his boots, the knight shimmered as if the 

Highfathers gaze were trained on him at that very mo-
ment; the glow of the torches made holy by the reflection 
being passed between the mirror and the armor. William 
reached up and pulled down the visor, watching the he-
roic knight mirror his motions. He closed his eyes. 
       “This is a dream.” He spoke to himself, breathing a 
soft sigh of relief. 
       “William!” His uncle bellowed the name, fear stain-
ing his urgency. William looked both ways down the 
corridor, but again saw no one. 
       For a startling instant William felt the overwhelming 
trembling of an earthquake, and the weight and feel of 
the armor on his body was replaced with whispery soft 
sheets. 
       “William! William, awaken! There is no time!” His 
uncle stood by his bedside, shaking him from his sleep. 
       “My Lord?--” William propped himself on his 
elbows. 
       “No time! Dress with haste, nephew, and take this.” 
He laid a sword in a belted scabbard on the bed. “Meet us 
at the stables, take no belongings that aren’t the dearest 
artifacts to your name. We flee for our lives!” With that 
he ran out the door. William pondered the blade and the 
danger for on the briefest moment. He was out the door 
after his uncle before a minute had passed.

Trigger Warnings: drugs, sexual preference, gender.

      Fifteen minutes past the late bell following lunch 
-- a young lady walks into her class. Students scoff, 
and plug their noses as a dank odor follows her to 
her seat. “What a failure!” “You can tell she has her 
green card”  “Wow, she must be unhappy with her 
life.” “I do not want to be her partner.” “Ew, she 
stinks!” Even the teacher glares at her.  
      Within the walls of North Thurston High School, 
nearly half of our students use the drug marijuana 
(based on a recent survey of 40 random students).  A 
small portion of our students also use other rec-
reational drugs, though none nearly as often as 
marijuana.  
      We aren’t questioning whether using marijuana is 
good or bad -- rather, how can we promote students 
to be safe while using, despite the “Anti-Drug” 
stigma.  One student shares their opinion, saying, 
“Schools need to provide accurate information about 
drugs to students, rather than forcing the current 
anti-drug policy they do now.”  It is also important to 
keep in mind where drugs have been before students 
have them in their hands, ready to light up.  I think 
this is especially important to keep in mind for 
marijuana, considering our students use it more than 
any other drug according to our survey. A senior 
student said,  “I wouldn’t recommend marijuana 
because you don’t know where it’s been.  Marijuana 
in the high school setting is usually passed through 
2 or 3 or maybe 4 middlemen before you get your 
hands on it.  It could be laced with other things that 

could be harmful to you.” 
      The ability to do a job shouldn’t be prejudiced 
against marijuana-users specifically, especially 
considering marijuana’s recent legalization in this 
state.  Marijuana stays in our system for about a 
month, even though the user is not high for that 
duration, which is why employers should not be 
able to justify rejecting an applicant based on 
their marijuana usage.  It will be interesting to 
see how businesses are affected once the law to 
buy recreational marijuana legally goes into effect 
on June 1st. (Of course, only for users age 21 or 
over.)  The fact that employers are able to decide not 
to hire based on whether an applicant uses marijuana 
is unsettling to me, just as prejudices against gender 
and sexual preference are unsettling.  
      Although, coming into work under the influence 
is a completely different argument.  Using mind-
altering drugs while faced with a task such as work, 
school, etc. is not bad, necessarily, but should not 
be encouraged.  Anyone who does use will have 
to face the consequences.  Whether those be legal 
consequences, or personal ones, I know not.  Using 
in free time, however, I see no moral opposition to.  
I see little point to judging marijuana-users who use 
responsibly and respectfully.  
       No matter where you stand with marijuana 
politically, it can’t hurt to learn more about it 
considering it is such a live thing that is happening 
at our school.  As students, our goal should be to 
support each other scholastically instead of sitting in 
judgement of students that are drug-users.

North Thurston on Drugs 
by Chelsie Bopp and Masai Hunter

      Students share opinions on marijuana at school:  
“I do believe marijuana is a problem at our school, if it wasn›t a problem we 
wouldn›t have to have the security guards that search for the kids with marijuana on 
them, if you want to choose to smoke on your own time go ahead it›s your choice 
but school should be treated like a job, you›re not allowed to show up to a job high 
you shouldn›t show up to school high, there is a time and place for it if you choose 
to do it.” 
“Any problems that currently affect NT students regarding drug use is mostly, if not 
completely, due to a lack of education.” 
“It doesn›t interfere with school. I only smoke on weekends. I don›t believe in 
being high during school and also  school is important and I would quit smoking 
before I ever let it affect me at school.”  
“There are obviously kids at school that smoke and honestly it’s whatever. It’s 
annoying to have those students around you at school but it’s kind of one of those 
things you can’t do anything about.”

     Here are some student opinions about marijuana:  
“It doesn’t interfere with my schooling. It doesn’t affect my body” 
“It’s not that I wouldn’t recommend weed, it’s just if a person wants to smoke weed, 
cool I support you. If you don’t want to smoke, cool I support you. I don’t care” 
“Most people use it to escape from their problems. People should learn to cope with 
their feelings, not go directly to drugs.” 
“I think it’s bad for you in my opinion but at the same time it can help people medi-
cally” 
“While high, I feel very calm and light. However the negative effects are that it burns 
my throat and it does affect me when I participate in activities that involve good endur-
ance. Very short breaths.” 
“I wouldn›t ‹recommend’ it per say but I feel like if you›ve thought about trying it, you 
should and see. If you›re not into it, don›t do it, if you are, do it. I personally love it but 
it affects everyone differently.” 
“I get my school work done on time, hence I’m more focused” 

One of the many helpful pamphlets available 
in the counseling center. 

5% of students 
have used LSD.

47% of students 
have considered 
using drugs. 46% of students 

have used marijua-
na at least once. 

7% of students 
have used 
shrooms before. 

7% of students have 
used Molly. 

5% of students have 
used ecstacy.

5% of students 
have used cocain.

      No matter where you stand with 
marijuana politically, it can’t hurt to 
learn more about it considering it is 
such a live thing that is happening at 
our school.  We should come together 
and take pride in supporting one another 
scholastically, rather than judging drug-
users.

Disclaimer: the opinions mentioned in this article do not 
necessarily reflect those of the entire staff of the RamPage, 
nor the student body.  


